
Solution Brief

Keeping your access network at peak performance is critical to assure high levels of service availability, 
reliability, and subscriber satisfaction. One of the more critical operational activities to help you achieve 
these objectives is to keep your Calix Network Innovation Platform (AXOS) or EXA platform on the latest 
software release. 

Calix Services can help you keep your network software up to date. We provide comprehensive upgrade 
options that will save you time and operational costs and help simplify your operational workflows. 

Network Software 
Upgrade Services



COMPREHENSIVE SOFTWARE UPGRADE SERVICES 
Calix Professional Services plans out the software update activities end-to-end and provides you the 
peace of mind knowing your software upgrade goes smoothly with minimal impact on your operations 
and subscribers. A Calix Network Engineer will develop, execute, and manage a comprehensive, 
documented plan that maps out the entire process. The insights provided by the Calix Network 
Engineer simplifies your up front research and planning and takes the guesswork out of the process for 
your team. With our documented, field proven approach we have been able to help Broadband Service 
Providers (BSPs) reduce upgrade time by 25 percent and technician upgrade resources needed by 33 
percent.

KEY SERVICE FEATURES
Coordination meeting: A Professional Services Network Engineer leads a discovery and kickoff 
session to identify the software release right for your operating environment and the steps needed to 
get your network to that level. 

Documented Method of Procedure - Calix will develop and document a comprehensive Method of 
Procedure (MOP) detailing what needs to occur prior to the upgrade, during the upgrade, and after 
completion. The MOP details procedural activities to upgrade your Calix Intelligent Access EDGE and 
EXA systems. It covers the technical steps, contingency plans, and test and verification protocols 
to give you peace of mind knowing that your upgrade will go smoothly using the latest in Calix best 
practices.

Software staging and network management upgrade - The Calix Network Engineer will download 
and stage the software for the upgrade. In addition the Calix Network Engineer will update your network 
management software (SMx or CMS)  to the latest release recommended.

Upgrade management and guidance - The Calix Network Engineer coordinates maintenance window 
activities, implements the workflows to distribute and upgrade the software throughout your access 
network from the central office to the Optical Network Termination systems at the subscribers. They 
also work with your team to verify that systems are back to normal and services are working properly. 

Direct access to Calix Technical Assistance Center (TAC) - Your network is in the best possible 
hands with a Calix Network Engineer as your trusted partner. You’ll have additional peace of mind 
knowing that the Calix TAC is standing by to assist or resolve any issues in the rare cases that 
something may arise.
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SOFTWARE UPGRADE OPTIONS 
One-Time Software Upgrade - If your access network is out of date and you’re wanting to take 
advantage of new features, security updates, and improved network manageability but you don’t 
know where to start, you can engage Calix Services to help you with the one-time software 
upgrade option. Calix Professional Services will eliminate the guesswork that your operations team 
encounters when it comes to upgrading the network. It will help you save time and cost and minimize 
the impact on your technicians and your subscribers.

The one-time software upgrade service is cost effective and easily priced based on the number of 
shelves and locations in your network.

Bundled Software Upgrades - Operations teams that recognize the positive performance impact 
of staying up-to-date on the latest software, but don’t have the resources or time for the planning, 
preparation and execution, can select the software upgrade bundle option. With the bundle, you can 
upgrade your entire Calix access network up to two times a year for a discounted price compared 
to the one-time software upgrade option. In addition to the end-to-end software upgrade planning, 
execution and management, a Calix Network Engineer meets with your team quarterly to review the 
latest software release features and patches and make recommendations on what software release 
is right for your operating environment. Purchasing the bundle provides you a better cost, and the 
price is easily determined based on the number of shelves and locations in your network. 

CALIX PROFESSIONAL SERVICES IS YOUR TRUSTED 
PARTNER
Calix Professional Services is your trusted partner with the expertise and best practices to help you 
scale your operations team and grow your business. BSPs who have engaged Calix Services to help 
with their software upgrades have benefited with:

• Less overtime and resources needed for software upgrades.

• Faster execution and less maintenance windows required through better planning and 
expertise.

• Best practices, processes, and procedures to handle any issues and questions that come up 
during the upgrade activity.

Let Calix Professional Services help you. Contact your Sales Account Executive to find out more.
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